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Abstract
Software knowledge community contains a large scale of software knowledge entity information, complex structure and
rich semantic correlations. It is significant to recognize and extract software knowledge entity from software knowledge
community, as it has great impact on entity-centric tasks such as software knowledge graph construction, software document
generation and expert recommendation. Since the texts of the software knowledge community are unstructured by user-
generated texts, it is difficult to apply the traditional entity extraction method in the domain of the software knowledge
community due to the problems of entity variation, entity sparsity, entity ambiguity, out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words and the
lack of annotated data sets. This paper proposes a novel software knowledge entity extraction model, named AttenSy-SNER,
which integrates syntactic features and semantic augmentation information, to extract fine-grained software knowledge entities
from unstructured user-generated content. The input representation layer utilizes Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) model to extract the feature representation of the input sequence. The contextual coding layer leverages
the Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) network and Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) for contextual
information and syntactic dependency information, and a semantic augmentation strategy based on attention mechanism is
introduced to enrich the semantic feature representation of sequences as well. The tag decoding layer leverages Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) to solve the dependency between the output tags and obtain the global optimal label sequence. The
results of model comparison experiments show that the proposed model has better performance than the benchmark model
in software engineering domain.
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Introduction

As a current mainstream software knowledge community,
StackOverflow serves as a platform for software knowledge
exchange and sharing, which is related to software program-
ming, configuration management, and project organization,
and gradually it develops into an important knowledge base
of software domain for software developers [1]. Software
developers are able to search for relevant information of spe-
cific software knowledge entities (such as libraries, APIs
and Bug exceptions) on this platform, and design forums
for questions, answers and comments according to individual
requirements, which is helpful to understand relevant knowl-
edge of software-specific entities and solve the problems in
the development process.
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So far, about 21 million software-related questions have
been posted on StackOverflow, and produced lots of spe-
cific software knowledge entities, complex structure and rich
semantic association in these Q&A texts. Traditional text
processing technologies based on keywords and topic mod-
els treat software knowledge entities as plain texts, neglecting
the domain features of software knowledge community texts,
and unable to satisfy the requirements of software developers
to acquire intensive software knowledge. It is an imperative
challenge to acquire software knowledge accurately and effi-
ciently from the software knowledge community in software
knowledge management.

As a method of knowledge representation, knowledge
graph is often applied to model entities, concepts and
semantic relationships, which can enhance the expression
of knowledge organization structure and enable users to pro-
cess information quickly, accurately and intelligently [2]. It
will promote the development of entity-centered applications
such as intelligent question-answering, software document
generation, expert recommendation and software reuse, if we
extract software knowledge entities and semantic relation-
ships between entities from user-generated texts in software
knowledge community, and then construct the software
knowledge graph.

Entity extraction aims to recognize mentions of rigid des-
ignators from the text belonging to the pre-defined semantic
types such as person, location and organization, which plays
an essential role in knowledge graph construction and natu-
ral language understanding [3]. In this paper, the software
knowledge entity extraction is referred to recognize and
extract software-specific entities (such as software program-
ming, software development libraries, software projects, etc.)
from massive unstructured texts in knowledge community,
and classified into pre-defined categories. Due to the problem
of error propagation, the accuracy and efficiency of soft-
ware knowledge entity extraction is crucial for subsequent
software entity relationship extraction, software knowledge
graph construction and application.

The user-generated content in the software knowledge
community StackOverflow is unstructured short text with the
following common characteristics:

1. Lack of unified programming language specifications
and strict spelling rules, more spelling mistakes and
abbreviations generated, resulting in the problem of
name variation. For example, software knowledge entity
“JavaScript” has multiple entity variation generated by
name abbreviations: “JS”, “javascript”.

2. Many software-specific entity names are in common
words, resulting in entity sparsity problem.

3. The same software knowledge entity can belong to
different entity types in different contexts, resulting
in entity ambiguity. For example, software knowledge

entity “Mac” can be labeled either “PlatCOS” (operating
system) or “SLMDL” (mobile development library).

4. Some rare, distinctive software knowledge entities may
cause OOV words that are unrecognizable.

Compared with finance, law, biomedical and other
domains, entity extraction research in software engineering
domain lacks corresponding resources and technologies, and
encounter huge challenges such as entity variation, entity
sparsity, entity ambiguity,moreOOVwords and lackof anno-
tated data sets.

In view of the above challenges, by comprehensive con-
siderations of word, syntax, entity context and its semantic
features, we propose a novel software knowledge entity
extraction model which integrates syntactic features and
semantic enhancement information. Different from the cur-
rent entity extraction methods in the general field, this model
improves the input feature representation and context cod-
ing based on BERT model, BiLSTM and GCN. The main
contributions of this paper are:

1. According to the domain features of software knowl-
edge community text, a novel software knowledge entity
extraction model is proposed, which integrates syntac-
tic features and semantic enhancement information. This
model applied GCN to encode the syntactic dependen-
cies of sequences, and a semantic enhancement strategy
based on the attentionmechanism is proposed to enhance
the semantic representation ofwords in the sequence. The
model outperforms the mainstream NER models used in
the software engineering domain.

2. To enrich the word feature representation in software
engineering domain, the BERT model is utilized to
carry out unsupervised trainings on 2,656,719 questions,
5,526,559 answers and 43,594,128 sentence sequences
in StackOverflow, and the pre-trained word vector repre-
sentation in software engineering domain is obtained.

3. The annotated data sets of software engineering domain
covering 6371 sentence, 129,135 tokens and 40 entity
categories is constructed based on posts of the Stack-
Overflow to overcome the drawback of the lacking of
labeled corpus for training the NER model in software
engineering domain.

Related work

Entity extraction is a classic sequence labeling task, which
can be formally defined as: given an input sequence X =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn}, entity extraction model will output a list of
triples {Ys, Ye, t}. Each triple in the list represents a named
entity of the input sequence X, with Y s as the starting index
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of the entity, Y e as the ending index of the entity, and t as
pre-defined type of the entity.

At present, the models and methods of entity extraction
are mainly divided into three categories: rules-based and
dictionary-based methods, machine learning-based methods
and deep learning-based methods [4]. The rule-based and
dictionary-based methods rely on artificial feature selection
and domain dictionary [5, 6]. Such methods usually showed
high Precision (P), but low Recall (R) and poor domain
migration performance. With advances in machine learn-
ing, HiddenMarkovModels (HMM) [7], MaximumEntropy
Models (MEM) [8], Support VectorMachines (SVM) [9] and
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [10] have been widely
used in entity extraction tasks. Compared with the rule-
based and dictionary-based methods, this kind of methods
are more adaptable and do not require extra language knowl-
edge, but relies on feature engineering and a large amount
of annotated data. The quality of feature extraction and the
size of annotated data determine the generalization ability of
the algorithm. However, it is difficult to feature extraction
and obtain annotated data in actual production. Recently,
deep learning models such as Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN), Long Short-term Memory Network (LSTM)
and GCN have been widely used in entity extraction task
and achieved promising performance [11, 12]. Compared
with other methods, the deep learning-based method adopts
an end-to-end method to automatically learn features from
texts without additional feature engineering. So, it has been
applied to entity extraction tasks in various domains.

For entity extraction tasks in the software knowledge
community domain, Ye et al. [13] divided software knowl-
edge entities into five categories: Programming Languages,
Platform, API, Tool-library-framework and Software Stan-
dard. Then, a software-specific named entity recognition was
proposed in software engineering social content based on
semi-supervised learning. The model obtained better perfor-
mances through orthographic features, lexical and contextual
features, word bitstring features and gazetteer features. Zhao
et al. [14] proposed a relational triplet extraction framework
HDSKG in software engineering domain by incorporated
dependency parser with rule-based method. In this model,
SVM is used as a classifier to evaluate the domain rele-
vance of candidate relational triples. Combined with text
features, corpus features, concept features and source fea-
tures, a knowledge graph of software engineering domain
with 35,279 relational triples, 44,800 concepts and 9660
unique verb phrases was constructed. Aiming at the prob-
lem that the HDSKG framework does not fully consider
the features of entity concepts and term phrases, Guo et al.
[15] proposed a strategy for the extraction of WiKi pages in
the software engineering domain. First, the domain dictio-
nary was built by page titles. Secondly, rules were designed

according to the characteristics of concept in software engi-
neering domain. Finally, the domain dictionary was used
to improve the precision of entity recognition. The above
researches focused on information extraction in software
domain earlier, which belongs to rules-based and dictionary-
based methods or machine learning-based methods, and the
performance of the model relied on manual feature extrac-
tion and a large amount of annotated data. In terms of deep
learning-based methods, Reddy et al. [16] proposed a named
entity recognition model based on BiLSTM + CRF model,
classifying entities in the software engineering domain into
22 entity types. For multi-source data such as unstructured
data, semi-structured data and code data, Lv et al. [17]
extracted multi-source software knowledge entities by using
BiLSTM+CRF, templatematching and abstract syntax tree.
At the same time, TF-IDF, TextRank and K-means methods
were used to solve the problem of the lacking of annotated
data set. Tabassum et al. [18] combined the question-and-
answer text data of Stack Overflow, constructed a named
entity recognition corpus for the computer programming
domain, consisting of 15,372 sentences annotated with 20
fine-grained entity types, and proposed an entity recognition
model based on attention mechanism, which improved the
effect of code entity recognition.

Above all, the extraction of software knowledge entity and
the construction of software knowledge graph have attracted
the attention of many scholars and obtained tremendous
outstanding progresses. However, due to the problems in
software knowledge community, such as entity variation,
entity sparsity, entity ambiguity, more OOV words and lack
of annotated data sets, the task of software knowledge entity
extraction has not been well solved.

Proposedmethod

Aimed at the above problems and challenges, we pro-
pose a software knowledge entity extraction model,
named AttenSy-SNER, which integrates syntactic features
and semantic augmentation information, to extract fine-
grained software knowledge entities from unstructured user-
generated content. The Attensy-SNER model is generally
divided into input representation layer, context coding layer
and tag decoding layer. The overall architecture is shown in
Fig. 1.

First, Attensy-SNER model uses pre-training model
BERT for unsupervised learning of massive software knowl-
edge community texts to generate word vector representation
of software engineering field and enrich input feature repre-
sentation of software knowledge entity extraction. Secondly,
as the context information and syntactic dependency of sen-
tence sequences play a key role in entity extraction, Attensy-
SNER model uses BiLSTM and GCN to encode the context
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Fig. 1 Architecture of the proposed AttenSy-SNER

information and syntactic dependencies of sequences, and
obtain multi-feature context representation, which effec-
tively alleviates entity ambiguity. Meanwhile, aiming at
the problems of entity variant, entity sparsity and out-of-
vocabulary in the text of software knowledge community,
semantic enhancement strategy based on attentional mecha-
nism is proposed to enhance the semantic representation of
words in the sequences and the final feature vector represen-
tation of entities is obtained by feature fusion. Finally, CRF
model is used as the tag decoder to solve the dependence
between the output tags and the global optimal tag sequence
is obtained.

Input representation layer based on BERTmodel

The input representation layer of the model is responsi-
ble for transforming the sentence sequence of the software
knowledge community text into low-dimensional and dense
distributed vector representation, which is fed to the next
layer of this model to obtain context features. Relevant lit-
erature [19–21] shows that rich domain features obtained in
the input representation layer will help to improve the per-
formance of specific domain entity extraction model.

As a pre-trained language model, BERT model can learn
a large amount of prior information about lexical, syntactic
and domain features for downstream tasks through unsuper-
vised training based on a large number of corpus in the early
stage, helping to generate dynamic word vectors with the
current context, thus improving the semantic disambiguation
ability of the model. In terms of model architecture, BERT
model uses bidirectional Transformer encoder, combined
with Attention mechanism, to learn the context information

of the current word, so as to obtain a better distributed rep-
resentation of the word. In terms of input representation,
the input of BERT model consists of Token Embeddings,
Segment Embeddings and Position Embeddings. The Token
Embeddings convert words to 768-dimensional word vec-
tor representations starting with the [CLS] and ending with
the [SEP]. Segment Embeddings represents a feature vec-
tor of sentences for downstream sentence-level classification
tasks. Position Embeddings encode the position informa-
tion of words into vector representation, and add the key
sequential characteristic to the sequence data with Position
Embeddings [22]. In terms of pre-training task, BERTmodel
obtains character-level, word-level, sentence-level and inter-
sentence relationship feature representation through the joint
training of the Masked Language Model (MLM) and Next
Sentence Prediction (NSP). TheMLM task is tomask 15%of
the words randomly and make predictions based on the con-
text. Of these, 80% of the words were replaced with [mask],
10% were randomly replaced with other words, and 10%
remained unchanged. The NSP task is to train the model to
understand the relationship between sentences, predict the
next sentence based on the previous sentence, and enhance
the model to understand the sentence-level task.

To obtain high-quality word vector representations of
input sequence and improve the performance of extracting
entities from the software knowledge community text, we
use the BERT to pre-train the massive question–answer text
of StackOverflow, and take the pre-trained word vector as the
input of the model. In the training process of Attensy-SNER
model, the words in the input sequence can be represented by
the corresponding word vector based on querying the BERT
pre-trained word vector, and then input into the model.

Context encoder layer based onmulti-feature fusion

For the fine-grained entity classification task of software
knowledge, the acquisition of context information and syn-
tactic dependency can alleviate the problem of entity ambi-
guity caused by different contexts. Therefore, BiLSTM and
GCN are used to encode the context information and syntac-
tic dependency of sentence sequences, respectively.

Context feature encoder based on BiLSTMmodel

In the task of software knowledge entity extraction, data
are sentence sequences from the software knowledge com-
munity, which is suitable for modeling with a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN). The RNN model has the charac-
teristics of parameter sharing and memory, which combine
the output of the previous time step with the input of the
current time step to determine the output of the current time
step. Nevertheless, for processing long sequences, the RNN
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model appears the gradient vanishing problem and gradi-
ent exploding problem, which cannot solve the problem of
long-distance dependence. The LSTM model proposed by
Hochreiter [23] alleviates the gradient vanishing problemand
gradient exploding problem by introducing memory unit and
gating mechanism to process long-distance information. The
circulation unit structure is shown in Fig. 2.

The formal representation of the T time of Model is as
follows [23]:

it = σ(Wxi xt + Whiht−1 + Wcict−1 + bi ), (1)

ft = σ(Wxfxt + Whfht−1 + Wcfct−1 + bf), (2)

ct = ft ct−1 + it tan h(Wxcxt + Whcht−1 + bc), (3)

ot = σ(Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + Wcoct + bo), (4)

ht = ot tan h(ct ). (5)

Among them, σ and tanh represent the nonlinear activa-
tion function of neurons, it represents the input gate state,
f t represents the forget gate state, ct represents the cell unit
state, ot represents the output gate state, xt is the input vec-
tor, ht is the hidden state vector, W represents the interlayer
weight matrix, and b is the bias vector of neurons.

According to the structure of the LSTM model, at the
moment t of sequence processing, the LSTM model cap-
tures the above information of the current sentence sequence
through the states of input gate, forget gate, cell unit and out-
put gate. However, it lacks the following information, which
also plays an important role in the task of software knowledge
entity extraction. Therefore, two LSTM models with oppo-
site directions are used to construct a bidirectional LSTM
model, which can simultaneously capture the context infor-
mation of the sentence sequence at moment t, and the final
output is obtained by combining the output of the LSTM

model in both forward and reverse directions, the calculation
process is as follows:

At time t of the model, the output of the hidden layer state
of the forward LSTM is:

−→
h t = LSTM

→
(Xt , ht−1). (6)

Among them,
−→
h t and Xt represent the output and input

at time t, ht−1 represents the hidden layer state at time t − 1.
The output of the hidden layer state of the reverse LSTM is:

←−
h t = LSTM

←
(Xt , ht+1). (7)

Among them,
←−
h t and Xt represent the output and input

at time t, ht+1 represents the hidden layer state at time t + 1.
Therefore, the total output of the bidirectional LSTM model
at time t is:

ht =
[−→
h t ;

←−
h t

]
. (8)

Syntactic feature encoder based on GCNmodel

Syntactic feature refers to the extraction of the sentence
structure and the dependency between the words in the sen-
tence by means of syntactic analysis techniques. Among
them, syntactic dependency features focus on describing
the local components of sentence sequences and the long-
distance dependency between words. Therefore, obtaining
the dependency feature between words in sentence sequence
can capture the dependency relationship and long-distance
dependencies between entities, which is helpful to recognize
some potential entities. Compared with the general field, the
data of the software knowledge entity extraction in this paper
come from the software knowledge community, and there are
a large number of phrase entities and long-distance depen-
dencies. Therefore, it is of great significance for software
knowledge entity extraction to extract the dependency rela-
tions between words in sentence sequence.

GCN is a kind of convolutional neural network based on
graph structure data. By modeling graph nodes and edges, it
can capture the dependence between nodes, and is gradually
applied in the field of natural language processing, such as
text classification [24], semantic role labeling [25], relation
extraction [26] and machine translation [27]. Since the stan-
dard LSTM network cannot model the dependency structure
of sentence sequences in the software knowledge community
text, this paper uses GCN to encode the dependency graph of
the sentence sequence, and treat each word in the sentence
sequence as a node. The node generates its eigenvector rep-
resentation by collecting the information of its neighboring
nodes.
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Fig. 3 Example of a syntactic dependency graph

The input of syntactic feature encoder based on GCN con-
sists of two parts: the output of the context feature encoder
layer based on BiLSTM and the adjacency matrix con-
structed by syntactic dependency analysis. The adjacency
matrix of the sentence sequence is constructed from the syn-
tactic dependency graph obtained in advance. In this paper
we use the StanfordCoreNLP tool to analyze the syntactic
dependency of sentence sequences in software knowledge
community texts. For example, the sentence sequence “How
to convert a TIFF to a JPG with ImageMagick?”, the depen-
dency diagram of the sentence sequence is obtained through
syntactic dependency analysis, as shown in Fig. 3.

In this sentence sequence, the entity is “TIFF”, “JPG”
and “ImageMagick” respectively, and the dependency word
is “convert”, where the dependency relationship between
“TIFF” and the dependency word “convert” is “obj”, indi-
cating that the entity “TIFF” is the object of the predicated
“convert”.

After the dependency diagram of the sentence sequence is
constructed, it can be transformed into an adjacency matrix,
and its formal description is stated as follows:

For the sentence sequence X = (x1, x2, . . . , xt ), each
word is a node. If there is a dependency relationship between
node xi and node xj, it means that there is an edge between
node xi and node xj, and Aij = 1, then adjacency matrix A
is obtained. For example, the adjacency matrix of the above
sentence sequence is:

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

In an L layer of GCN syntactic feature coding layer,
the node i aggregates the features of its neighboring nodes
through graph convolution operation to complete the output

of feature vectors:

hli = ReLU

⎛
⎝

n∑
j=1

Whl−1
i + bl

⎞
⎠, (9)

where ReLU represents the nonlinear activation
function,hl−1

i represents the input of the node at the
lth layer, hli represents the output of the node at the lth layer,
W represents the weight matrix, and bl represents the bias
units.

Semantic enhancement strategy based on attention
mechanism

Problems such as entity variation, entity sparsity and out-
of-vocabulary words in the software knowledge community
texts affect the quality of software knowledge entity extrac-
tion. Especially in the case of fine-grained entity types, the
traditional methods based on domain dictionaries or external
features will bring noise and error propagation to the extrac-
tion results of software knowledge entities, resulting in errors
in the labeling of software knowledge entities.

Relevant literature [28] shows that enhancing seman-
tic feature representation of entities in a specific domain
can effectively alleviate entity variants, entity sparsity and
out-of-vocabulary word problems and improve the accuracy
of software knowledge entity extraction. To alleviate these
problems, a semantic enhancement strategy based on atten-
tion mechanism is introduced in the context coding layer of
the model to enhance the semantic representation of enti-
ties in the sentence sequence, which mainly includes three
steps: similar word extraction based on semantic consistency,
semantic contribution weight calculation based on attention
mechanism and feature vector fusion. The semantic enhance-
ment strategy based on attentionmechanism can be described
as Algorithm 1.
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As shown in Algorithm 1, the specific process is listed:
First, pre-trained word vectors and thesaurus of software
engineering are introduced as auxiliary resources to extract
semantically consistent domainwords through semantic sim-
ilarity calculation. Then, the attention mechanism is used to
calculate the semantic contribution weight of similar domain
words to the target word. Finally, the final vector representa-
tion of the word is obtained by fusing the semantic enhanced
vector representation.

Similar word extraction based on semantic consistency
External auxiliary resources play an important role in similar
word extraction and affect the quality of semantic enhanced
vector representation. On one hand, in the input represen-
tation layer of the Attensy-SNER model, in this paper we
uses the BERT model to pre-train the sentence sequences
of 43,594,128 in software knowledge community texts, and
obtains the pre-training word vectors in the software engi-
neering domain. The pre-trained word vector contains rich
semantic information of software knowledge entities and can
be used as an auxiliary corpus for similar word extraction.
On the other hand, some research works [29, 30] focus on
the construction of thesaurus in the domain of software engi-
neering, and automatically build thesaurus in the domain of
software engineering through unsupervised learning from
StackOverflow and Wikipedia, realizing functions such as
abbreviation recognition and similar word recognition for
the software engineering domain.

To improve the quality of similar word extraction and
ensure semantic consistency, this paper comprehensively
considers similar words extracted from BERT pre-trained
word vectors and software engineering Sethesaurus [29] as
semantic enhancement auxiliary.As an example, for theword
“PHP” in the input sentence sequence “My PHP Version
is 7.1”, similar words like “JavaScript”, “Ruby”, “Groovy”,
“Cython” and “Sinatra” are extracted with semantic similar-
ity calculation. These similar words have software domain
relevance and will be used as auxiliary resources to enhance
the semantic representation of the word “PHP”.

Semantic contribution weight calculation based on atten-
tion mechanism As the semantic contribution degree of
similar words extracted in different contexts is different
from the target words, this paper combines the attention
mechanism to design the weight according to the semantic
contribution degree of similar words, and comprehensively
considers the semantic consistency of similar words.

The essence of attention mechanism is to selectively
focus on some important information, and it is a selec-
tion mechanism to allocate information processing capacity.
Specifically, it can be described as a mapping from a query
in the target data to a series of key-value pairs in the meta-
data. By calculating the similarity between Query and Key,
the corresponding weight of each Value is obtained [31, 32]:

Attention(Q, K , V ) =
l∑

i=1

Sim(Qi , Ki ) · Vi . (10)
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Based on the attention mechanism, the sentence of
software knowledge community text is given X =
(x1, x2, . . . , xt ), for each word in the sequence xi ∈
x , extract n similar words Si = (s1, s2, . . . , sn), and
get the corresponding word vector representation Ci =(
c1, c2, . . . , c j

)
, then the semantic contribution weight of

each similar word si to xi is:

wi = exp
(
hi · c j

)
∑n

j=i exp
(
hi · c j

) , (11)

where hi is the context hidden vector corresponding to
the word xi in the sentence sequence, and the dot product
operation is adopted for the similarity function. After the
contribution weight of each similar word si to the word xi
is obtained, the semantic enhancement embedding vector of
the current word in the sentence sequence is obtained by the
weighted sum:

Ai =
n∑
j=1

wi c j . (12)

Feature vector fusion After the above two steps, the seman-
tic enhanced embedding vector Ai of the current word Xi in
the sentence sequence of the software knowledge commu-
nity text is obtained, and then it is integrated with the hidden
vector hi of the context-encoded word xi to serve as the input
vector of the linear CRF layer.

hi = hi ⊕ Ai . (13)

Tag decoding layer

Contextual encoding layer captures the context information
of sentence sequence in the software knowledge community
text, and gets the tag score of each word in the sentence
sequence. However, if the label with the highest score is
directly selected as the predicted output result, it will result
in label error or invalid label as the dependency relationship
between labels is not considered. For example, in this paper,
software knowledge entities are annotated according to the
BIO pattern of the sequence annotation specification. The
tag sequence “B-APIWA I-APIWA” is valid, while the tag
sequence “B-APIWA I-APIPM” or the tag sequence “O B-
APIWA” is invalid. Therefore, a linear CRF layer is added
in this paper to obtain a globally optimal tag sequence by
considering the constraint relationship of adjacent tags from
the sentence level to avoid the above problems.

The formal representation of the linear CRF layer is [33]:
the hidden state sequence h = (h1, h2, . . . , ht ) output by
the context coding layer is transformed into the optimal

tag sequence y = (y1, y2, . . . , yt ). The specific calcula-
tion process is as follows: First, the sequence of sentences
X = (x1, x2, . . . , xt ) for the specified software knowledge
community text, and the total score of the tag sequence is cal-
culatedby formula (14);Then, the probability of tag sequence
y is normalized through the Softmax function, as shown in
formula (15); Finally, the dynamic programming algorithm
Viterbi is used to calculate the tag sequence with the highest
score.

score(h, y) =
T∑
t=1

Zyt−1, yt +
T∑
t=1

Wt
yt ht , (14)

P
( y

h

)
= escore(h, y)∑

ω∈Y (h) e
score(h,ω)

, (15)

y∗ = argmax
ω∈Y (h)

(h, ω), (16)

where Z is the transfer matrix between tags, Zyt−1, yt rep-
resents the probability of the transfer of tag yt − 1 to yt ,
Wt

yt is the parameter vector, and Y (h) is an all possible tag
sequence.

Experimental setup

To evaluate the performance of Attensy-SNER model pro-
posed in this paper, the comparative experiments with the
benchmark models in the field of entity extraction were car-
ried out. Attensy-SNER model was implemented in Python
using the deep learning framework PyTorch. It was specifi-
cally configured as Intel Xeon Gold 5117 processor, 2.0 GHz
clock speed, NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPU, 16GiB display mem-
ory, and all the experiments in this paper were conducted in
this experimental environment.

Dataset

Construction of pre-trained word vectors based on BERT
model

First, in this paper, we download the official database of the
StackOverflow, which uses SQL Sever2008 to store all the
question-and-answer text of the StackOverflow from 2008 to
2018.

Second, in the software knowledge community Stack-
Overflow, the tags represent the knowledge domain of the
question, and users label 1–5 tags according to the topic of
the question. Therefore, a huge amount of software engineer-
ing texts is preliminarily classified with the help of the tag
system. The greater the number of questions are covered by
the tag, the more attentions are paid to the domain and the
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greater the probability that the questions will be answered
or high-quality answers will be generated. To obtain high-
quality corpus texts, the strategies for selecting Q&A texts
in this paper are stated as follows: first, all the tags are sorted
in the StackOverflow by the number of posts they cover, and
select the tags with the higher attention. Second, the posts
are selected based on whether they have accepted answers,
question scores, answer scores, and the posts viewing times.
The text content of the selected post consists of the ques-
tion titles, the question descriptions, accepted the answers,
and randomly selected comments. Finally, the text corpus
set of software engineering field is obtained after data pre-
processing.

The BERT-Base pre-training model is used for unsuper-
vised learning of 43,594,128 sentences (including 2,656,719
questions, 5,526,559 answers and comments) in the software
engineering domain text corpus set. According to the corpus
set and experimental hardware configuration, the training
sample size, learning rate and maximum sentence length
are set as 32, 0.0001 and 128, respectively, with the sum of
Masked Language Model loss and Next Sentence Prediction
loss the lowest and training effect of model the best. Finally,
the 768-dimensional software engineering domain word vec-
tor representation is obtained for software knowledge entity
extraction task.

Construction of annotated data sets in software
engineering domain

Due to the lack of open domain annotation data set for soft-
ware engineering, in this paper we build annotation data set
based on the question-and-answer text of the StackOverflow.
To obtain high-quality corpus text, this paper adopts the same
strategy mentioned above to construct annotated datasets in
the software engineering domain.

The pre-definition of entity type is the key step of entity
extraction, which reflects the granularity of entity and the
goal of knowledge graph construction. Compared with the
entity type in general domain, the software knowledge graph
is a domain knowledge graph, which requires amore detailed
entity type definition based on the knowledge requirements
of the software engineering field and the goal of the soft-
ware knowledge graph. From the related research work,
there is no unified standard for the type of software knowl-
edge entity in the field of software engineering, and most
of them are pre-defined according to the application goal
of software knowledge graph. The aim of this paper is to
extract the knowledge entities related to software program-
ming from the question-and-answer texts of the community,
and to provide the entity-centric software knowledge retrieval
and recommendation service for software developers. There-
fore, this paper combines the Wikipedia category system

relate to software programming and the knowledge require-
ments of software developers, this paper expands the types
of software knowledge entities based on the literature [13],
and predefines a total of 40 entity types from eight aspects,
including programming language, system platform, software
API, software tools, software development library, software
framework, software standards, and software development
process. Details are shown in Table 1.

In the process of data annotation, in this paper, we adopt
BIO mode for annotation, in which “B-” represents the
starting position of the software knowledge entity, “I-” rep-
resents the interior of the corresponding entity, and “O”
represents the non-entity. The annotation team is composed
of 10 teachers, software developers, graduate students and
undergraduateswith software engineering background.After
5 rounds of cross-validation, the annotation data set of soft-
ware engineering domain is obtained. To ensure the scientific
and reasonable results of model experiment, the data set is
divided into training set, verification set and test set according
to the ratio of 7:1:2 for the experiment of software knowledge
entity extraction. The detailed information of the data set is
shown in Table 2.

Parameter setting

In the training process of Attensy-SNER model, the dimen-
sion of pre-trained word vector in the input representation
layer is set as 768 dimensions, the number of units in the
hidden state of BiLSTM in the context coding layer is set
as 200, and GCN is set as 1–3 layers. The Categorical Cross
Entropy is used as the loss function of themodel, andAdam is
used as the optimizer. The initial learning rate is set at 0.001.
At the same time, L2 regularization and Dropout mechanism
were adopted to prevent over-fitting of model training. The
setting of relevant hyperparameters of the model is shown in
Table 3.

Evaluationmetrics

In this paper, general evaluation metrics in information
extraction task are selected to evaluate the performance of
the model, including precision rate (P), recall rate (R) and
F1 score (F1). Precision rate (P) represents the percentage
of correctly recognized samples in all recognized samples in
the model recognition results; the recall rate (R) represents
the percentage of correctly recognized samples in the num-
ber of all correct samples; F1 score is the weighted harmonic
average of precision rate (P) and recall rate (R), which is
used as the comprehensive performance evaluation index of
the model. The formal expression of each evaluation index
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Table 1 Software knowledge entity types

Entity types Tag Examples Entity types Tags Examples

Object oriented PLOO Java,python,c# Scientific computing ToolSCS Matlab,ATLAB

Procedural oriented PLPD Ada, C,Fortran Integrated development ToolIDE XcodeE,Pycharm

Scripting language PLSL JS,Groovy,Jscript Software plugin ToolSDP JProfiler

Markup language PLML HTML,XML Data base ToolDB Oracle,MySQL

Query language PLSQL SQL,GraphQL,linq Application software ToolAS Word,Excel,

CPU instruction sets PlatCIS IA-32, × 86–64 Vision library SLVDL OpenCV

Command parser PlatCP bash,sh.ksh Game library SLGDL Cocos2D

Cloud computing PlatCCP Hadoop,amazon-s3 Mobile library SLMDL Retrofit

Web server PlatCWSW apache,nginx Software libraries SLSL jQuery

Operating systems PlatCOS Android, Ubuntu Web application framework SFWAF jsf,Django

Packages APIP Java.Lang Server-side framework SFSSF Spring 4.2

Public methods APIPM charAt(),toString() Data formats StanDF .jpg,.png

Database query APIDQ LIKE, select Standard protocols StanSP SMTP,ssl

Web API APIWA POST,GET Coding standards StanCS utf-8,gbk

System api APISYS GetMessagePos Design patterns StanSDP mvc,REST

Event api APIOE onClickListener Software operation StanSO download

Software modelin ToolSEM umlet,green-uml Droject deployment SDPSPD Maven,gradle

Software test SDPSFT LoadRunner Version control SDPVC VSS,CVS,

Bug exception SDPBUG SyntaxError Algorithm SDPALG Buble sort

Table 2 Dataset details
Training set Verification set Test set Total

Questions 294 42 83 419

Answers 625 89 179 893

Sentences 4460 637 1274 6371

Tokens 90,395 12,913 25,827 129,135

Entities 5458 780 1559 7797

is as follows:

P = TP

TP + FP
, (17)

R = TP

TP + FN
, (18)

F1 = 2 × P × R

P + R
, (19)

where TP (True Positive) means that the model recognizes
the correct entity as the correct number of entities, FP (False
Positive) means that the model recognizes the wrong entity
as the correct number of entities and FN (False Negative)
means that the model recognizes the correct entity as the
wrong number of entities.

Table 3 Hyperparameters of the proposed model

Names Value

Word embedding dimension 768

BiLSTM state size 200

GCN layer 1–3

Batch size 10

Epochs 1000

Optimizer Adam

Dropout 0.5

Learning rate 0.001

Experimental results and discussion

The software knowledge entity extraction model Attensy-
SNER proposed in this paper is improved in the input
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Table 4 Contribution of pre-trainedword vectors tomodel performance

Models P% R% F1%

BiLSTM-CRF 67.74 60.15 63.94

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF 71.59 67.05 69.25

Models
BiLSTM-CRF BERT-BiLSTM-CRF

)
%(etaR

55

60

65

70

75 P%
R% 
F1% 

Fig. 4 Comparison of experimental results of different models

representation layer and context coding layer compared with
the benchmarkmodel of sequence annotation BiLSTM-CRF.
Therefore, the performance of the model before and after
improvement will be compared and analyzed.

Contribution of pre-trained word vectors tomodel
performance

In the input representation layer of Attensy-SNER model,
the pre-training word vectors are obtained by unsupervised
training on the massive question-and-answer text corpus of
StackOverflow by BERTmodel. To evaluate the contribution
of pre-trainedword vectors to the task of software knowledge
entity extraction, a comparative experiment was conducted
with the benchmark model BiLSTM-CRF. The experimental
results are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 4.

According to the experimental results of model com-
parison, the BERT-BiLSTM-CRF model is better than the
benchmark model BiLSTM-CRF model. Specifically, after
embedding the BERT pre-trained word vector, the precision
rate increases by 4%, the recall rate increases by 7%, F1 score
increases by 6%,which shows that BERTmodel based on the
Transformer with a strong ability of text feature extraction
can enrich the text feature presentation of input representa-
tion layer, so as improve the performance of the software
knowledge entity extraction task.

Table 5 Contribution of context features to model performance

Models P% R% F1%

BERT-CRF 68.17 63.32 65.66

BERT-LSTM-CRF 69.04 63.54 66.18

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF (L = 1) 71.59 67.05 69.25

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF (L = 2) 70.23 65.38 67.72

Models

BERT-CRF

BERT-LSTM-CRF

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF(L=1)

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF(L=2)
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Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental results of different models

Contribution of context features based on BiLSTM
tomodel performance

To explore the effect of context information based on BiL-
STM on software knowledge entity extraction, this paper
compares the effects of LSTM and BiLSTM with different
levels, and adopts BERT-CRF as the benchmark model. The
experimental results are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 5.

Compared with the benchmark model BERT-CRF, the
precision rate and F1 score of the models are improved
after adding context encoding, indicating that context fea-
ture extraction contributes to retain semantic information of
text. Meanwhile, compared with the LSTM, the F1 score
of BiLSTM model increases by 4%, indicating that Bidirec-
tional LSTM can capture the context information of sentence
sequence more effectively.

As the number of BiLSTM layers increase, the F1 score
decreases. The experimental results show that when the BiL-
STM layer increases to 2 layers, precision rate and F1 score
decrease by 1% and 2%, respectively, indicating that the net-
work model may fall into local optimality or overfit.
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Table 6 Contribution of syntactic features to model performance

Models P% R% F1%

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF 71.59 67.05 69.25

BERT-BiLSTM-GCN-CRF (L = 1) 73.14 67.49 70.21

BERT-BiLSTM-GCN-CRF (L = 2) 73.77 69.23 71.43

BERT-BiLSTM-GCN-CRF (L = 3) 71.32 68.42 69.84

Models

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF

BERT-BiLSTM-GCN-CRF(L=1)

BERT-BiLSTM-GCN-CRF(L=2)

BERT-BiLSTM-GCN-CRF(L=3)
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Fig. 6 Comparison of experimental results of different models

Contribution of syntactic features based on GCN
tomodel performance

To explore the influence of syntactic dependency relation-
ship based on GCN on the task of software knowledge entity
extraction, this paper compares the effects of software knowl-
edge entity extractionwith different levels ofGCNandadopts
BERT-BiLSTM-CRF as the reference model. The experi-
mental results are shown in Table 6 and Fig. 6.

According to the comparative experimental results, the F1
score of themodels are improved after syntactic features inte-
grated with different levels of GCN, indicating that syntactic
dependency features contribute to the performance improve-
ment of the software knowledge entity extraction task.

At the same time, the results show that when the layer
number of GCN is 2, the precision rate and F1 score of the
model are the highest, and the performance of the model is
improved comparedwith 1 layer ofGCN.However, when the
number of GCN layers is 3, the precision rate and F1 score
of the model decrease, indicating that the increase in the
number of GCN layers will lead to the over-fitting problem
of the model.

Fig. 7 Examples of similar words and their semantic contributions

Contribution of semantic enhancement based
on attentionmechanism tomodel performance

Semantic enhancement strategies based on attention mech-
anisms extract similar words from BERT pre-trained word
vectors and software engineering thesaurus Sethesaurus,
assign weight to the semantic contributions of similar words
based on attention mechanisms, obtain semantic enhanced
representation of words with the weighted sum way and
thus alleviating the problems of entity variant, entity sparsity
and out-of-vocabulary words. For example, in the process
of model training, similar words corresponding to software
knowledge entity “CentOS” and their semantic contribution
are obtained through semantic enhancement strategy based
on attention mechanism, as shown in Fig. 7.

According to the Fig. 7, entity “Rehel” has the greatest
semantic contribution, and entity variants such as “Cen-
tos6” and “Rehel7” also have corresponding contributions
to the semantic representation of the target entity as auxil-
iary resources. Therefore, semantic enhancement based on
attention mechanism can alleviate the entity variant prob-
lem existing in the software knowledge community text and
improve the domain adaptability of the model.

To evaluate the performance contribution of semantic
enhancement strategy based on attention mechanism to
software knowledge entity extraction task, Attensy-SNER
model is selected to conduct comparative experiments with
BiLSTM-CRF, BERT-BiLSTM-CRF and BERT-BiLSTM-
GCN-CRF. The experimental results are shown in Table 7
and Fig. 8.

In Table 7, the model is represented by the symbol “✓”, if
the corresponding features representation is used; Otherwise,
the symbol “✕” denotes the scenario it’s not used. Based
on the comparison experiment results, the Attensy-SNER
model is improved; the F1 score increases by 10%, 5% and
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Table 7 Contribution of semantic enhancement to model performance

Models Word feature Syntactic feature Semantic enhancement P% R% F1%

BiLSTM-CRF ✕ ✕ ✕ 67.74 60.15 63.94

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF ✓ ✕ ✕ 71.59 67.05 69.25

BERT-BiLSTM-GCN-CRF ✓ ✓ ✕ 73.77 69.23 71.43

AttenSy-SNER ✓ ✓ ✓ 76.87 71.58 74.17

Models

BiLSTM-CRF

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF

BERT-BiLSTM-GCN-CRF
Attention-SNER
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Fig. 8 Comparison of experimental results of different models

Table 8 Results of out-of-vocabulary entity recognition

Models R%

BiLSTM-CRF 35.41

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF 42.39

BERT-BiLSTM-GCN-CRF 45.87

AttenSy-SNER 59.48

3%, respectively, compared with the three other models. It
is suggested that it can effectively enhance the semantic rep-
resentation of words, and thus improve the extraction effect
of software knowledge entities by providing domain-related
similar words in sentence sequences and assigning different
weights combined with attention mechanism.

To explore the effects of semantic enhancement strate-
gies based on attention mechanism on entity sparsity and
out-of-vocabulary words, the entity extraction results of
AttenSy-SNER model were analyzed. The training set con-
tains 5548 software knowledge entities, the test set contains
1559 software knowledge entities, among which the test
set contains 451 out-of-vocabulary entities. The results for
recognizing out-of-vocabulary entities in the test set of all
datasets are shown in Table 8.

Fig. 9 The relationship of F1 score and Epoch

The results show that AttenSy-SNER model with seman-
tic enhancement strategies has higher recall rates (R) than the
other threemodels without semantic enhancement strategies,
and has better performance in recognizing out-of-vocabulary
entities. Therefore, semantic enhancement strategies based
on attention mechanism can enhance the semantic repre-
sentation of entities by integrating the vector representation
of similar words, which is conducive to solving the out-
of-vocabulary problem existing in the software knowledge
community and thus alleviate the entity sparsity problem.

Contrastive analysis of model training

The training process of deep learning model is a process of
constantly updating parameters. To further understand the
training situation of this model, this paper selects the process
data of Epoch in the first 100 rounds of model training for
comparative analysis. The relationship between F1 score of
each model and Epoch is shown in Fig. 9.

It can be seen that the F1 score of the BiLSTM-CRF
model without BERT pre-trainingword vectors continuously
increases from the initial low value. In the other three mod-
els with BERT pre-training word vectors, start from a higher
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initial value and maintained a higher level continuously.
Therefore, it is verified that embedding the BERT pre-trained
word vector as input layer can effectively extract the text
features of the software knowledge community, enrich the
feature representation of input layer, and make an important
contribution to the performance of the software knowledge
entity extraction task.

Compared with other models, the Attensy-SNER model
proposed in this paper can obtain the highest F1 score at the
initial stage by integrating syntactic features and semantic
enhancement information, and at the 40th round of Epoch,
the loss function begins to converge and keeps the best F1
score state continuously. The results show that BERT pre-
trainedword vector, syntactic dependency based onGCNand
semantic enhancement based on attention mechanism play
an important role in improving the performance of software
knowledge entity extraction task.

Conclusion

In view of the problems such as entity variation, entity
sparsity, entity ambiguity, out-of-vocabulary words and lack
of annotated data sets in the software knowledge commu-
nity text, we consider the features of word, syntax, entity
context and semantics, and propose a software knowledge
entity extraction model Attensy-SNER. It combines the pre-
trained word vector representation, syntactic dependency
features and entity semantic enhanced information, to extract
fine-grained software knowledge entities from unstructured
user-generated content. To solve the problem of lack of
open data set in software engineering field, the pre-trained
word vector based on BERT model and the annotated data
set of software engineering domain covering 8 aspects and
40 fine-grained entity types are constructed based on the
question-and-answer texts of the StackOverflow. The com-
parison experimental analysis shows that the Attensy-SNER
model proposed in this paper is superior to the current
benchmark model in the task of software knowledge entity
extraction, and it paves away for the construction of software
knowledge graph in the next step.
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